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Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6
Badger
Class
(Y3)

Our School

What’s in the
Classroom?

I can explain where
things are in the

classroom.

What’s in Your
Pencil Case?
I can describe the
contents of my
pencil case.

School
Subjects

I can express
opinions about

school
subjects.

PE Lesson
I can listen to
commands and

follow
instructions.

Around
School

I can ask and
answer

questions about
places in school.

What Do You like
to Do?

I can construct simple
sentences to say
what I like to do at

school.

Otter Class
(Y4)

What’s the
Time?

O’clock and
Half Past

I can say and write a
sentence to tell the

time.

My Day
I can say and write at
what time I do things.

What’s on
Television?

I can answer and
ask a question
about a TV
schedule.

Quarter Past
and Quarter To
I can say and write
a sentence to tell

the time.

The School
Day

I can say and
write a sentence
to tell the time.

A Maths Lesson
on Time

I can take part in a
Maths lesson on
counting and time,

in French.

Robin
Class
(Y5)

School Life

Where Are They
in the

Classroom?
I can use the

pronouns il and elle.

Where are the
Objects?

I can show that I
understand the

meaning of a sentence
by saying whether it is

true or false.

School
Subjects
I can use

comparative
adverbs.

Maths Lesson
I can ask and

answer questions
in French.

Asking
Questions
I can ask and

answer
questions in
French about

what I can do in
school.

Asking Questions
I can take part in a
conversation with a
partner and show it

to my class.

Deer Class
(Y6)
Our

Precious
Planet

What
Challenges Can

I See?
I can explain key
environmental

challenges I can see
in my local area.

A Helping Hand
I can say what small
actions I am going to
take in response to
the environmental
challenges where I

live.

The Bigger
Picture

I can explain what I
think some groups

of people are
going to do in
response to the

Let’s Work
Together

I can explain a
range of

environmental
challenges and
possible actions.

Let’s Make a
Plan

I can prepare a
presentation in
French about

the

Lesson Name
I can deliver a
presentation in
French about the
environmental

challenges I can see.



environmental
challenges I can

see.

environmental
challenges.


